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ABSTRACT
When a user looks for an Android app in Google Play Store, a num-

ber of apps appear in a specific rank. Mobile apps with higher ranks

are more likely to be noticed and downloaded by users. The goal

of this work is to understand the evolution of ranks and identify

the variables that share a strong relationship with ranks. We ex-

plore 900 apps with a total of 4, 878, 011 user-reviews in 30 app

development areas. We discover 13 clusters of rank trends. We ob-

serve that the majority of the subject apps (i.e., 61%) dropped in the

rankings over the two years of our study. By applying a regression

model, we find the variables that statistically significantly explain

the rank trends, such as the number of releases. Moreover, we build

a mixed effects model to study the changes in ranks across apps

and various versions of each app. We find that not all the variables

that common-wisdom would deem important have a significant

relationship with ranks. Furthermore, app developers should not

be afraid of a late entry into the market as new apps can achieve

higher ranks than existing apps. Finally, we present the findings

to 51 developers. According to the feedback, the findings can help

app developers to achieve better ranks in Google Play Store.
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1 INTRODUCTION
App markets, such as Google Play Store [33], are becoming more

competitive year by year [58]. When it comes to users’ choice when

downloading an app, the app ranks play a major role [61]. When a
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user looks for a particular sort of app (i.e., area), Google Play Store

lists the most related apps with respect to the app ranks [61]. Im-

proving the rank of an app increases the chance of being noticed and

downloaded by users. Having a higher number of users is desired as

it can increase the revenue of app development companies [10, 46].

Prior work estimates app success by studying different factors,

such as star-ratings and the number of downloads [58]. The rela-

tionship between the star-ratings and various variables, such as

the number of functions, has been thoroughly explored by prior

research [8, 10, 20, 29, 37, 46, 52, 68, 95]. For example, Bavota et
al. [10] show the correlation between the star-ratings of an app

and the fault- and change-proneness of the APIs that are used by

the app. Although star-ratings and the number of downloads may

express the success of an app, they might be misleading in some

cases. For example, a 5-star app could be downloaded only a couple

of times, as opposed to 3-star app with thousands of downloads.

Conversely, app ranks clearly express the likelihood that an app

will attract more users. Moreover, it is known that Google considers

star-ratings and the number of downloads when calculating the

ranks [31, 32].

We define rank trend as an evolution of ranks (i.e., declines and

inclines over time) that happens similarly among a set of apps.

We study the rank trends and highlight the variables that are sta-

tistically significantly related to the rank trends. In addition, we

conduct fine-grained analyses per app and per version of each app

over time. Our goal is to find the most important variables that

share a significant relationship with the changes in the ranks beside

star-ratings and the number of downloads [31, 32]. We investigate

900 apps in 30 different areas that are associated with 4, 878, 011

user-reviews in two years.

Our findings reveal various practical variables, such as the ap-

pearance of new topics, which share a significant relationship with

the ranks. Such findings can help both developers of currently

published apps and developers of start-up apps by providing action-

able guidelines to achieve higher ranks. We address the following

research questions:

RQ1) What are the rank trends of mobile apps? We identify rank

trends (i.e., evolutions of ranks) by applying a fuzzy cluster-

ing [13, 99] on the ranks. We observe that, in some areas,

falling in the ranks is more likely to happen than rising in

the ranks. Moreover, competing in the areas with dominant

high ranked apps (i.e., the apps that maintain their ranks

constantly on top), such as budget, might be harder than

competing in areas with fewer dominant apps.

RQ2) Which variables can improve the rank trends? We apply a

regression model to explain the identified rank trends [18,

97]. We identify actionable ways, such as introducing new

features, to achieve better ranks over time.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3236024.3236044
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Figure 1: Overview of the study design process.

RQ3) What variables have a significant relationship with the ranks
over time? We build a mixed effects model [101] to quantify

the ranks across apps and different versions of each app. A

mixed effects model allows us to explain the ranks across

various trends, areas, and app versions. We observe that

developer-related activities, such as release latency, play

an important role. We also find that not all the variables

that common-wisdom would deem important, such as the

number of pictures [90], share a significant relationship with

the ranks.

RQ4) How do app developers evaluate the findings? We asked 51

app developers to evaluate our findings. 60.8%, 84.3%, and

80.4% of the developers strongly agree that the findings of

each research question can be useful and practical for the

industry, respectively. The feedback indicates that higher

ranks can be achieved by following our guidelines when

developing an app.

The contributions of this paper include:

– We identify the evolution of ranks over time (i.e., rank trends).

The majority of the apps that are subject of our study tend

to fall in the ranks over time.

– We determine the variables that share a significant relation-

ship with the changes in the ranks. Developers can improve

the ranks with respect to our findings.

– We find that not all the variables that may be considered

as important variables by developers can statistically sig-

nificantly explain the changes in the ranks. Therefore, by

focusing on our findings, developers can have the rank of

an app improved more efficiently.

2 DATA PREPARATION
Figure 1 shows the major steps of the study design process. As

shown in Figure 1, we collect the required data, such as release

notes and user-reviews, from Google Play Store [33]. Then, we

preprocess the collected data.

2.1 Data Collection
Google Play Store has the largest number of apps and users [68].

When it comes to success in the app markets, the reachability

of apps speaks first. Therefore, the most effective data collection

scenario comes from an ordinary user side. We impersonate an

ordinary user by using Google Play Store search engine to find

apps, although every user is subject to different attitudes [11, 22].

An area, such as calculator, is a subset of apps that share similar

purposes and functionalities. We collect the most searched areas

using the Semrush service [86] which tracks the popular search

Table 1: List of the areas with the number of versions and
user-reviews. There are 30 apps in each area.

Area #Versions #User- Area #Versions #User-
Reviews Reviews

Airline 422 51,408 Health 263 88,306

Bible 339 92,075 Mailbox 339 56,391

Budget 206 18,356 Messaging 525 230,248

Calculator 294 7,316 Movie 279 164,195

Calling 658 210,483 News 690 186,827

Camera 466 55,383 Paint 122 6,674

Chess 186 22,811 Piano 202 27,909

Cloud 546 162,591 Radio 504 238,336

Coupon 348 61,160 Reminder 292 108,461

Dating 916 165,869 Sleep 159 42,713

Dictionary 292 74,073 Spy Phone 162 27,328

Emoji 101 4,105 Talking Pet 235 31,662

Fitness 272 84,436 Translator 206 36,375

GPS 630 151,844 Weather 845 178,968

Grocery List 264 50,944 Weight Loss 278 58,590

engines, such as the Google search engine. We look for the top key-

words that are mostly searched via the mobile devices for finding

apps. Table 1 shows the list of 30 top searched keywords (i.e., top

wanted areas). The list is determined by manually removing brand

names, such as “Amazon” and porn-related keywords. By remov-

ing brand names, (i) we can focus on the areas that share similar

applications, purposes, and functionalities and (ii) we mitigate the

skewness of the collected apps towards certain apps.

Like an ordinary user, who uses the search bar to find the desired

app, we search each area in Google Play Store. Since the majority

of queries are generated by users, we searched the exact identified

area names in Google Play Store. We scroll down each search re-

sult to the end. For each area, we find a median of 250 app. We

randomly select 30 apps from each area to perform our analysis.

Considering a higher number of apps (i.e., more than 30 for each

area) was not feasible in this study because (i) not all the areas have

over 30 different apps, and (ii) not all the apps can be studied for

two years since some apps are periodically cleaned up from the

store [84]. Having 30 apps for each of our 30 subject areas allows us

to investigate 900 apps. Moreover, our random selection provides a

better combination of apps than picking only the top apps.

We retrieve the app details (e.g., releases notes and descriptions),

the user-reviews, and the ranks of the selected apps from Google

Play Store. We implemented a crawler to automatically fetch the

information of our subject apps on a daily basis for two years

(sinceMarch 1, 2015 toMarch 1 2017). We retrieved all the details

of our subject apps and the associated user-reviews. We collect

4, 878, 011 user-reviews for 10, 508 distinct versions of our 900 apps.

The number of app versions and informative user-reviews (see

Section 2.2) are listed in Table 1 for each area.

2.2 Preprocessing Data
In this subsection, we explain all the steps that are taken to prepro-

cess the app details and the user-reviews.

RemovingNon-EnglishUser-reviews.We remove 232, 286 (i.e.,

5%) user-reviews that were written in a non-English language using

Language Detector [70].

Filtering Out Uninformative User-reviews. Users do not al-

ways leave an informative review. For instance, “OK app” provides
minor information for app developers [17, 96]. We rely on the

AR-Miner [17] to filter out uninformative user-reviews. In total,
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we identified 2, 508, 691 informative user-reviews (i.e., 54% of the

English user-reviews). Table 1 shows the number of informative

user-reviews in each area.

Correcting Typos and Informal Vocabularies. User-reviews
potentially suffer from typos that can taint the results of text anal-

ysis techniques [69]. We fix the typos in user-reviews, app descrip-

tions, and release notes using Jazzy Spell Checker [44] with a dic-

tionary of 645, 289 English words. Based on manually investigating

384 user-reviews with a confidence level of 95% and a confidence

interval of 5, Jazzy corrects 62% of incorrect words. In addition, we

replace the abbreviations and informal vocabularies that are com-

monly used by users [4, 65] with the right words. We retrieve the

abbreviations and informal vocabularies from the available online

sources [4, 65].

Breaking Down App Descriptions and Release Notes. Unlike
user-reviews, app descriptions and release notes benefit from a

structured form of writing. Google Play Store demonstrates app

descriptions and release notes using the standard HTML format [33,

82]. We extract each item from each release note. We also break app

descriptions into separate paragraphs and items of the existing lists

in the descriptions. Organizing app descriptions and release notes

allows us to measure the variables more accurately (see Table 2).

Resolving Synonyms.General-purpose thesaurus, such asWord-

Net [62], is not adequate to resolve the synonyms of informal texts,

such as user-reviews [96]. We build a dictionary of words by man-

ually studying 5, 000 randomly selected sample user-reviews, app

descriptions, and release notes [96]. From each set of synonyms, we

pick one as the representative word. For example, great, awesome,
and dope, belong to the same group of words.

Resolving Negations. Negations in user-reviews, app descrip-

tions, and release notes can disturb the text processing techniques.

For example “not good” should be replaced by “bad”. To avoid

such an issue, we use the Stanford natural language processing

toolkit [56] to resolve the negated terms [96].

Topic Modeling. We apply topic modeling [2] on app descrip-

tion, release notes, and user-reviews for two reasons. First, we

would be able to unify all the user-reviews, app descriptions, and re-

lease notes within a certain number of topics and assign mathemat-

ically comparable vectors to each user-review, app description, and

releases note. Therefore, we could measure the introduction of new

topics and the similarity of release notes and app descriptions with

user-reviews (see Table 2). Second, using topic modeling helps us

to mitigate the lack of up-to-date dictionary of words for the terms

that are used by users [68]. Similarly, Noei and Heydarnoori [68]

proposed a tool, called EXAF, that helps developers find sample

applications that implement a desired framework-provided concept.

EXAF employs topic modeling for finding the software engineering

terms that represent the same concepts.

We build a corpus using user-reviews, app description, and

release notes. Before building the corpus, we remove the stop-

words [81] and stem the words [54]. For example, “installed" and
“installing" have the same word stem which is “install".

We apply the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) technique [14,

67] on the user-reviews, app descriptions, the release notes. Each

document in the corpus is considered as a combination of a num-

ber of topics [14]. Prior to the topic modeling, LDA parameters

need to be set up. α is the parameter on the per-document topic

distributions, and β is the parameter on the per-topic word dis-

tribution [14]. Furthermore, we employ three latest approaches

(i.e., Griffiths et al. [35], Deveaud et al. [24], and Cao et al. [15])
to estimate the optimum number of topics. The summary of the

outputs of the three approaches (i.e., Griffiths, Deveaud, and Cao)

suggests that the optimum number of topics is between 25 and 165.

To avoid losing any potential topic, we pick 165 (i.e., maximum) as

the optimum number of topics. We run the LDA with 2, 000 Gibbs

sampling iterations [34, 80]. With 2, 000 iterations, we can achieve

a high accuracy of LDA [35, 80].

2.3 Measuring Variables
We use the Goal / Question / Metric (GQM) paradigm [9, 92] to

capture the required variables. Our goal is to understand ranks and

rank trends using the available data. It is known that Google consid-

ers star-ratings and the number of downloads when calculating the

ranks [31, 32]. Therefore, we consider star-ratings and the number

of downloads as control variables in our study. Table 2 shows the

list of our 45 variables, followed by a motivation, a brief description,

and the number of sub-variables for each variable.

3 APPROACH AND RESULTS
In this section, we present the approach and the findings of the

research questions.

RQ1) What are the rank trends of mobile apps?
Motivation. When searching for new apps, Google Play Store

shows a ranked list of apps. Apps with higher ranks are more

likely to be downloaded and installed [21, 51, 100]. Observing the

evolution of ranks helps developers to see the odds of rising and

falling in ranks over time. Moreover, we can discover the areas

where apps tend to change or tend to maintain their ranks. Thus,

developers can take a wiser decision when implementing a new

app or trying to improve the ranks of the currently published apps.

Approach.We apply time series clustering [49] to identify the rank

trends. Time series clustering requires (i) a clustering algorithm, (ii)

a distancemeasurementmethod, and (iii) the number of clusters.We

apply a fuzzy clustering algorithm [99] with dynamic time warping

(DTW) [12] as the method of measuring the distance between the

time series of ranks.

Fuzzy Clustering. Partition clusterings, such as k-means [98],

buildn partitions where each cluster contains at least one object and
each object belongs to one cluster. Fuzzy clustering inherits from

the fuzzy logic and fuzzy sets where the truth values of variables

can be real numbers between 0 and 1 instead of being exactly 0 or

1 [99]. Therefore, with fuzzy clustering, a rank trend can belong

to more than one cluster [13]. For example, if a rank is fluctuating

while declining over time, the fuzzy algorithm can put such a rank

into two clusters. Therefore, the variables associated with such a

trend can contribute to both clusters of ranks. The fuzzy algorithms

can be set with a level of fuzziness m where m ≥ 1. A larger m
makes the clustering fuzzier, while whenm = 1, the fuzzy algorithm

works like a partition algorithm [49].

Dynamic Time Warping (DTW). DTW aligns two time series

(rank trends) in a way that the differences between the two trends

are minimized [12]. The Euclidean distance that is commonly used
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Table 2: Details of the independent variables, including motivations, descriptions, and the numbers of variables.

Variable(s) Motivation (m) | Description (d) Count

Star-Ratings
m. Google Play Store provides a star-rating mechanism with which users can rate each app from 1 star (worst) to 5 stars (best) [33]. We consider star-rating in our study as

a control variable because Google uses star-ratings as one of the factors to calculate the ranks [31, 32]. 1

d.We collect the star-ratings that are associated with each version of the subject apps.

#Downloads m. We measure the number of downloads as a control variable as Google uses the number of downloads to calculate the ranks [31, 32].

1d. For each version of an app, we retrieve the latest number of downloads from Google Play Store.

#User-Reviews m. The number of user-reviews can represent the interest of users in an app [68].

1d. For each version of an app, we count the number of user-reviews since the last version to the current version.

Sentiment
Scores

m.As the interpretation of different users is not the same regarding the number of stars [68], measuring the sentiment scores of the user-reviews is an alternative to measure

the user-perceived quality.

1d.We measure the average of sentiment scores of the user-reviews for each version using the SentiStrength-SE tool [43]. Unlike star-ratings that are explicitly given by end

users, sentiment scores cannot be measured directly from Google Play Store. We manually analyzed the output of the SentiStrength-SE on a sample of 384 user-reviews

with the confidence level of 95% and the confidence interval of 5. SentiStrength-SE gives 71% correct sentiment scores.

Proportion of
User-Reviews

m. To capture the diversity of user-reviews, we measure the proportion of negative, positive, and neutral user-reviews from two perspectives: (i) star-ratings, and (ii)

sentiment scores.

6d. Users usually do not install the apps with a star-rating of less than 3 [68]. We consider user-reviews with star-ratings equal to 3, greater than 3, and less than 3 as neutral,

positive, and negative user-reviews, respectively [68].

App Price m. The price of an app can encourage or dissuade a user to download an app [30].

1d.We catch the price of each app from Google Play Store.

#Releases
m. The process of changing the code, integrating with the older versions, and releasing as a new version is called release engineering [1]. The higher number of releases

can indicate an active release cycle. 1

d.We collect the number of releases for each app.

Release
Latency

m. Different apps might have differing release cycles [1] that may affect the ranks [40].

2d.We measure the time between two releases as an indicator of the release cycle latency for each version. We also measure the average of latencies for each app.

Text Size

m. Larger app descriptions can give users more information about an app, while users may be interested in brief descriptions and release notes.

7

d.We measure the following variables to capture the size of app details: (i) the number of words of app names, (ii) the number of words of app descriptions, (iii) the number

of sentences of app descriptions, (iv) the number of words of release notes, and (v) the number of sentences of release notes. Moreover, the size of a user-review can indicate

its helpfulness [47]. For each version of an app, we calculate the average of (vi) the number of words and (vii) the number sentences of the user-reviews that are posted for

the corresponding version. We use the Stanford Parser and Tokenizer [23, 56] to count the number of words and sentences.

App Details
Similarity

m. The first impression of an app might lie upon its name and description. A relevant name and description can motivate more users to download an app.

2d.We measure the similarity of app names and app descriptions with our 30 subject areas using the WordNet similarity package [76].

#Pictures m. Every app on Google Play Store can be associated with some pictures [33]. The pictures may influence the users’ decision.

1d.We count the number of pictures on the page of each app.

Installation
File Size

m. Users may refrain to download a big application due to network and storage limitations [68].

1d. For each version of an app, we collect the size of the installation file.

Launch Date m. An app that has been released prior to other competitors may have a better chance to get the attention of users.

1d.We measure the first release date of each app.

Addressing
User-Reviews

m. Recent studies investigate the importance of user-reviews in the deployment of mobile apps [28, 29, 42, 71, 72]. Some researchers focus on the user-reviews [17, 74, 96]

to help developers in the process of app deployment. Therefore, we quantify the degrees to which app developers address the user-reviews.

2d. For each version of apps, we measure the cosine similarity of the app description with the user-reviews that are posted from the last version to the current version. We

also measure the similarity of release notes with the corresponding user-reviews [45].

Introduction
of New Topics

m. Different apps may introduce new features and functionalities in their new versions. We estimate the addition of new functionalities by counting the number of topics

that are added to a newer version of an app in comparison with the preceding versions.

4d. For each version, we count (i) the number of added topics to the description [45], (ii) the number of removed topics from the description, (iii) the number of added topics

to the release note, and (iv) the number of removed topics from the release note.

Company
m. A reputation of a company may impact all the apps that belong to the same company. For example, having a successful app can motivate users to try other products.

6d. For each company, we measure the number of published apps on Google Play Store, star-ratings of the apps, the number of downloads of the apps, the number of paid

apps, the average price of the paid apps, and the ratio of paid app per total apps.

Area m. An area with plenty of dominant apps might be hard to compete in. This can influence other apps within the same area.

1d. For each app, we consider its area of development (see Table 1).

Category
m. A category in which an app is released might affect its rank. Some categories may be very competitive with a large number of popular apps.

6d. For each app, we retrieve its category from Google Play Store. In addition, for each category, we measure the number of published apps on Google Play Store, star-ratings

of the apps, the number of paid apps, the average price of the paid apps, and the ratio of paid apps per total apps.

Total: 45

in clustering algorithms, such as k-means [55, 98], assumes that

the ith point in one trend should be aligned with the ith points

of other trends. DTW alignment allows the offsets in the rank

trends to be varied [85]. For example, suppose two rank trends

R1 = {r11, r12, ..., r1n } and R2 = {r21, r22, ..., r2m }, where n is the

number of time points in R1 andm is the number of time points

in R2. If the trends are very similar but with an offset of d days,

Euclidean distance fails to converge. However, DTW can fit such

trends in one cluster. Equation (1) shows the distance of warping

path between two trends.

distDTW =

∑κ
i=1 ωi

κ
(1)

DTW build a warping pathW = {ω1,ω2, ...,ωκ } where κ de-

notes the number of points inW andmax(m,n) ≤ κ ≤ m+n−1 [49].
Number of Clusters. Prior to applying a clustering algorithm,

it is required to determine the number of clusters to obtain the

highest clustering quality [63]. To calculate the number of clusters,

we follow two approaches. First, we run the clustering algorithm

with different numbers of clusters from 2 to 50 and visually inspect

the results until we achieve crisp distinguishable clusters [94]. We

find 13 as the best number of clusters. Second, we employ the gap

statistic approach [91] to estimate the optimum number of clusters.

The gap statistic uses the output of the clustering algorithm and

compares it with the change in a within-cluster dispersion. The

procedure tries different numbers of clusters to maximize the gap

statistic value. We apply the gap statistics algorithm with the num-

ber of clusters ranging from 2 to 50. The best result achieved with

13 clusters. Both approaches (i.e., visual inspection and statistical

analysis) suggest 13 as the optimum number of clusters.

Findings. In this section, we explain our findings and observations

regarding clustering the rank trends.

Observation 1a : There are 13 rank trends and three general
trends. Figure 2 shows the centroids of the 13 identified rank trends.
As it is shown in Figure 2, three general trends among the rank

trends can be observed: (i) falling, (ii) rising, and (iii) maintaining. In
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a higher number of a cluster in a given area.

our experiments, we tried increasing the fuzziness of the clustering.

However, rank trends tend to stay categorized in only one cluster.

This can confirm that the number of clusters is set optimally.

Observation 1b : 61% of the studied apps fell in the rankings
over time. By comparing the number of apps that lay on each

of the three general trends, we note that the majority of the apps

(i.e., 61%) had a falling trend, which may implicitly denote the

competitive nature of app markets. Only 6% of the subject apps

could have improved the ranks during the studied period. Finally,

33% of our subject apps have maintained their ranks with very

slight fluctuations.

Observation 1c : Some areas, such as news and budget, are
harder to compete than other areas. Figure 3 shows the dis-

tribution of the rank trends for each area. News and budget are two

Table 3: List of correlated variables.

Selected Variable Correlated Variables

Description Similarity #Words in Description

#User-Reviews
#Downloads, Average #Downloads (Company), #Negative,

Positive, and Neutral User-Reviews, #User-Reviews with

Negative, Positive, and Neutral Sentiment Scores

Average Rating (Company) #Apps (Company)

Address User-Reviews
(Release Note) Address User-Reviews (Description)

Average Price (Company) #Paid Apps (Company), Price

#Releases Average Time Between Releases

#Apps (Category) #Paid Apps (Category)

areas with the highest number of apps that could have maintained

their ranks among the top apps (i.e., cluster 12), while only 3 apps

improved their ranks in the news and budget areas. This observa-
tion can suggest that it is harder for newcomers to compete in such

areas since there are dominant apps that could have maintained

the ranks during the studied period.

Cluster 11 contains the most number of apps (i.e., 19%) in compar-

ison with other clusters. The apps that are in cluster 11 maintained

the ranks in the middle. The radio apps failed more in maintaining

the ranks in comparison with other areas. On the other hand, the

chess and cloud areas have the most number of apps with a rising

trend. Such a result suggests that entering into chess and cloud areas
might be a wiser choice to succeed in the competitive market of

mobile apps.✞

✝

☎

✆

Most of the subject apps tend to fall in the ranks within the
duration of our study. In some areas, such as chess, it is easier
to compete and improve the ranks. However, having a large
number of dominant apps in some areas, such as news and
budget, makes it harder for developers of new apps to compete
with the existing apps.

RQ2) Which variables can improve the rank
trends?
Motivation. In RQ1, we identified the rank trends. Although one

could speculate that the area is an important variable to explain the

rank trends (see Figure 3), it is unclear what variables share a strong

relationship with the rank trends. Discovering such variables is

important to help developers and app development companies to

improve the ranks of their apps proactively.

Approach. We treat variables as (i) nominal variables that include

two or more categories, such as the category in which an app is

published, (ii) ordinal variables that are nominal variables for which

the order of values matters, and (iii) numeric variables, such as the

number of releases. We also normalize the independent variables

to bring the values into the same scale. Before building a model,

we identify the correlated variables. Having correlated variables

negatively affects the results of our model [39]. We apply variable

clustering analysis [38] to build a hierarchical overview of the

correlation between the independent variables [68]. We choose the

variables that are more intuitive for inclusion in our model from

each sub-hierarchy of variables with Spearman’s |ρ | > 0.7 [66].

The correlated variables are listed in Table 3.

Studying rank trends to get practical results requires ordering

them from the worst to the best. However, there is no standard
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definition of the goodness of a rank trend to treat the trends as

an ordinal variable. Therefore, we mitigate the bias of judging the

superiority of each rank trend over another by breaking the trends

into two groups of optimistic rank trends and pessimistic rank

trends. We define optimistic rank trends as (i) the ranks that are

maintained among top apps during our study (i.e., trend 12), and

(ii) the ranks with a rising trend (i.e., trend 13). Otherwise, a rank

trend is considered as a pessimistic trend.

Having two groups of trends allows us to build an ordered re-

gression model to determine the odds ratios of the variables that

play a significant role in explaining the two groups of trends (i.e.,

optimistic and pessimistic). Logistic regression model and probit
regression model are both appropriate approaches to explain an

ordered dichotomous dependent variable (i.e., optimistic vs. pes-

simistic) [18, 41, 97]. The main differences between logit and probit
regression models are the link function and the assumption of each

model about the distribution of the errors [3]. As we are interested

to observe the odds ratios, we report the output of the ordered lo-
gistic regression model in this paper. Nonetheless, both approaches

(i.e., logit and probit) produce the same results with our data. We

use variables that are introduced in Table 2 as the independent

variables. Our logistic regression model obtains a great fit with the

McFadden’s ρ2 = 0.24 [60]. The McFadden’s ρ2 compares the log-

likelihood of the model with the null model to measure the level of

improvement of the model [26]. Moreover, the number of Events

Per Variables (EPV) of our model is 11.5, which indicates that our

model has a low risk of over-fitting [89].

We determine the significant variables using the ANOVA χ2

test [78]. The significant variables have Pr (> χ2) less than 0.05.

Pr (> χ2) is thep−value that is associated with the χ−statistic [59].
Findings. Table 4 shows the results of our ordered logistic regres-
sion model. The Likelihood-ratio χ2 [93], p −value , and effect of

each independent variables are shown in Table 4. The significant

variables are marked with asterisks.

Observation 2a : The launch date shares a significant rela-
tionship with the rank trends. Interestingly, we observe that

the apps that are launched later tend to be more successful in the

market. This is good news for newcomers and start-up companies

not to be hopeless when launching an app for the first time. Al-

though the initial idea and innovation are essential to succeed [83],

competitors might overcome the seminal apps over time if the nec-

essary effort is invested. This observation led us to check how the

launch date works when comparing top apps and rising apps only.

We observe that the launch date no longer appears as a significant

variable when rising apps and top apps are compared.

Observation 2b : Developers of published apps should con-
stantly work on improving their apps to strive. The appear-
ance of new topics (see Section 2.2) in the release notes and the

descriptions are two significant variables of the model. A release

note usually contains a report of the fixed issues and the addition of

new features [33]. A description usually describes the functionality

and the purpose of an app [45]. The addition of new topics has a

positive relationship with the success of an app.

Observation 2c :More releases are encouraged. Some users may

feel frustrated when apps get frequently updated [79]. When it

comes to statistical observations, we note that the number of re-

leases has a positive relationship with the success of apps. Therefore,

Table 4: Logistic regression model of rank trends, sorted by
p − value. An upward arrow indicates that when the value
of the associated variable increases, the rank trend is more
likely to fall into optimistic trends.

Variable LR χ 2 Pr(> χ 2) Effect

Launch Date 11.94 5.49E-04 *** ↗

Appearance of New Topics (Release Note) 10.63 1.12E-03 ** ↗

#Releases 7.07 7.85E-02 ** ↗

Category 47.69 2.13E-02 * -

Star-Rating 4.71 3.00E-02 * ↗

Area 44.66 3.18E-02 * -

Appearance of New Topics (Description) 4.39 3.61E-02 * ↗

Average Rating (Company) 4.32 3.76E-02 * ↗

#User-Reviews 4.04 4.44E-02 * ↗

Description Similarity 3.66 5.57E-02 . ↗

Name Size 3.08 7.92E-02 . ↘

#Pictures 2.91 8.80E-02 . ↗

Address User-Reviews (Release Note) 2.40 1.22E-01 ↗

Sentiment Score 2.28 1.31E-01 ↗

#Sentences (Description) 1.87 1.71E-01 ↘

Average Price (Company) 1.75 1.86E-01 ↘

Installation File Size 1.63 2.81E-01 ↘

Name Similarity 0.05 8.17E-01 ↗

Average Star-Rating (Category) 1.00 9.95E-01 ↗

Average Price (Category) 0.00 1.00E+00 ↘

#Apps (Category) 0.00 1.00E+00 ↘

p − value codes: ‘***’< 0, ‘**’< 0.001, ‘*’< 0.01, ‘.’< 0.05

developers should not be afraid of keeping their apps up-to-date.

The average of days between releases for the top and rising apps is

14 days. However, developers should be cautious about the quality

of the app version they are about to release as Ruiz et al. [84] find
that releasing a low-quality app endangers the survival of the app.

Observation 2d : Developers, especially from start-up compa-
nies, should carefully consider the area and the category on
which they intend to work. Both the area and the category of

apps have a significant relationship with the success of an app. A

chess, cloud, radio, spy phone, weather, news, or budget app has a

higher chance to lie upon optimistic trends (by a positive effect).

In addition, when we compare only the rising and top maintaining

apps, we note that among the aforementioned areas, the ranks of

chess, cloud, radio, and spy phone apps are more likely to rise.✞

✝

☎

✆

App developers should not be afraid of a late entry into the
market as newer apps achieved higher ranks during the period
of our study. There is a chance of winning the market by con-
stantly improving an app, such as adding new features and
fixing bugs. However, developers should be careful in choosing
the area in which they intend to succeed.

RQ3) What variables have a significant relation-
ship with the ranks over time?
Motivation. In RQ2, we identify the variables that have a signifi-

cant relationship with the rank trends. However, an app can face

various rises and falls over time. We break the timeline of our sub-

ject apps with respect to the release dates of each app. Therefore,

we can identify the variables that have a significant relationship

with the ups and downs of the ranks over time. In this research

question, we study the ranks with a finer grain (version), while, in

the previous research question, we study the ranks with a broader

view (i.e., rank trends).
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Table 5: List of correlated variables.

Selected Variable Correlated Variables

#Apps (Category) #Paid Apps (Category)

#User-Reviews
#Negative, Positive, and Neutral User-Reviews, #User-

Reviews with Negative, Positive, and Neutral Sentiment

Scores

Address User-Reviews
Address User-Reviews (Description)(Release Note)

#Releases Average Time Between Releases

#Downloads Average #Downloads (Company)

Description Similarity #Words in Description

Average Price (Company) Price, #Paid Apps (Company)

Average Rating (Company) #Apps (Company)

Approach. First, we remove the correlated variables with Spear-

man’s |ρ | > 0.7 [66]. Table 5 shows the list of the correlated vari-

ables. Then, we build a mixed effects model [68, 101] to determine

the variables that have a significant relationship with the ranks. A

mixed effects model contains both fixed effect variables and random

effect variables [27, 101]. A fixed effects variable is treated with a

constant coefficient and intercept for all the observations, while

the coefficient and the intercept of a random effect variable can

vary across individual observations [68]. By applying a mixed ef-

fects model, we can explain the relationships between a dependent

variable and the independent variables that are grouped according

to one or more grouping factor(s). The mixed effects model can

assume different intercepts or coefficients for each group [101].

Equation 2 shows the mixed effects model formula [68]. In Equa-

tion 2,д shows the grouping factor,n is the total number of variables,

andm is the number of variables with fixed coefficients. Yд holds

the dependent variable. β0 is the constant intercept and θ0д is the

intercept that varies across each grouping factor [68]. LetXi denote

the ith independent variable; βi+θ1д and βi indicate the coefficients

of the Xi where θ1д can vary across groups. ϵд is the indicator of

errors. By having θ1д = 0, only the intercepts can vary. By setting

θ0д = 0, only the coefficients can vary. By having both θ0д = 0 and

θ1д = 0, the model would become a fixed effects model.

Yд = β0 + θ0д +
m∑
i=1

βiXi +
n∑

i=m
(βi + θ1д)Xi + ϵд (2)

We let the dependent variable to be the rank of each version of

the apps. We set the independent variables to have random inter-

cepts while keeping the coefficient of the independent variables

fixed. Thus, we give a chance to the mixed effect model to tune

variable intercepts according to the grouping factors but keep the

coefficients union across different observations. Therefore, inde-

pendent variables can contribute equally to the observations with

a minor tune with respect to the grouping factors.

We group the independent variables according to (i) 13 rank

trends and (ii) 30 areas nested within various versions of each

individual app. Setting a grouping factor for rank trends gives a fair

comparison between the apps. Instead of comparing all the apps

together, we compare an app with its own competitors. A good

analogy is the different weight classes in wrestling competitions.

By having different weight classes, competitors can be judged on

their techniques rather than their weights. With a similar reasoning

as above, we set another grouping factor to the area of the app.

We let different versions have varying intercepts as there might be

Table 6: Mixed effects model of ranks, sorted by p − value.

Variable χ 2 Pr(> |F |) Estimate Effect

Sentiment Score 62.09 3.55E-15 *** 1.14E-01±1.45E-02 ↗

#Sentences (Description) 46.10 1.19E-11 *** -5.08E-02±7.48E-03 ↗

Name Similarity 41.16 1.47E-10 *** 5.18E-02±8.08E-03 ↗

Sentiment Score (Total) 23.19 1.49E-06 *** 2.76E-02±5.73E-03 ↗

Release Latency 19.71 9.13E-06 *** 3.01E-02±6.78E-03 ↘

Installation File Size 13.49 2.41E-04 *** 1.79E-02±4.88E-03 ↘

Star-Rating 12.07 5.15E-04 *** -4.20E-02±1.21E-02 ↗

Appearance of New
Topics (Release Note) 11.20 8.20E-04 *** 2.75E-02±8.20E-03 ↗

#Downloads 10.64 1.11E-03 ** -2.88E-02±8.82E-03 ↗

Average Star-Rating
(Category) 9.08 2.60E-03 ** -1.93E-02±6.42E-03 ↘

Address User-
Reviews (Release Note) 3.94 4.71E-02 * -1.89E-02±9.51E-03 ↗

Description Similarity 2.75 9.76E-02 . 2.98E-02±1.80E-02 ↗

Average Price
(Category) 2.50 1.14E-01 -1.31E-02±8.28E-03 ↗

Appearance of New
Topics (Description) 2.17 1.41E-01 1.23E-02±8.37E-03 ↗

#Releases 1.67 1.97E-01 7.65E-03±5.93E-03 ↗

Launch Date 1.39 2.38E-01 -1.91E-02±1.62E-02 ↗

#Pictures 1.29 2.56E-01 -5.77E-03±5.08E-03 ↗

Name Size 1.22 2.70E-01 -5.34E-03±4.84E-03 ↘

Ratio of Paid Apps
per Total (Category) 0.70 4.02E-01 -5.35E-03±6.38E-03 ↗

#Apps (Category) 0.40 5.28E-01 -3.54E-03±5.60E-03 ↘

Average Star-Rating
(Company) 0.34 5.62E-01 3.19E-03±5.49E-03 ↗

Deletion of Previous
Topics 0.09 7.70E-01 2.28E-03±7.80E-03 ↘

Average Price
(Company) 0.08 7.75E-01 -6.41E-03±2.25E-02 ↘

#User-Reviews 0.04 8.49E-01 -1.18E-02±6.22E-02 ↗

p − value codes: ‘***’< 0, ‘**’< 0.001, ‘*’< 0.01, ‘.’< 0.05

other factors for each version but cannot be considered in a non-

controlled empirical study [68], such as contextual requirements of

the time in which a version is released.

To estimate the goodness of fit of a mixed effects model, two

measures are used [64]: (i) marginal R2 and (ii) conditional R2. The
marginal R2 describes the proportion of the variance explained by

the fixed effects variables, while the conditional R2 describes the
proportion of the variance explained by both fixed and random

effects variables. The marginal R2 of our model is 0.02, but the

conditional R2 is 0.68. The lower value of the marginal R2 compared

to the conditional R2 denotes that the proportion of the variance

explained by both fixed and random variables is considerably higher

than the proportion of the variance explained by the fixed variables.

Thus, modeling the random effects greatly improves the explanatory

power of our model [68].

Findings. Table 6 shows the output of the mixed effects model.

Significant variables are highlighted with asterisks along with their

effects on the ranks.

Observation 3a : User-reviews are important artifacts to ex-
plain the ranks. The sentiment scores have a significant relation-

ship with the ranks. Developers should take care of user-reviews

and keep the users happy to achieve better ranks. For example, de-

velopers can resolve the bugs that are reported in the user-reviews.

For extracting bug reports, developers can refer to the related work

on this matter, such as Chen et al. [17], Villarroel et al. [96], and
Sorbo et al. [25].
Observation 3b :Apps should be assignedwith a proper name
and description.Name and description of an app should be related

to the area of the app. Although there exist some apps, such as

Facebook, whose own commercial name may not reflect their true
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area, less famous apps should either find a way to advertise their

apps or keep the similarity of names in mind.

Observation 3c : Developers should not wait too long to pub-
lish an update. As the latency of an update increases for an app,

the app tends to lose ranks. Such behavior might be caused by a

probable Google’s ranking strategy as Henze et al. [40] observed
that releasing new updates is an effective strategy for increasing

apps in App Store. Another possible explanation can be the users’

preferences on seeing an updated version of an app earlier. Future

studies should look into this matter more in-depth. Also, it is better

to keep the installation files as small as possible.

Observation 3d : Introducingnew topics, such as new features,
helps developers to improve the ranks. We observe that the

introduction of new topics in the release notes has a significant

positive relationship with the ranks. Developers can refer to the

related work, such as Villarroel et al. [96], and Sorbo et al. [25], to
mine the user-reviews and get some idea on the topics that they

may want to add to the next versions.

Observation 3e : The common-wisdom does not always hold
when it comes to improving the ranks. Various variables, such
as the number of pictures and the number of apps in a given cate-

gory, may sound critical to have a better rank. For example, Tian et
al. [90] observed that the number of pictures is an influential vari-

able for receiving higher star-ratings. Conversely, as shown in

Table 6, the number of pictures does not have a significant relation-

ship with the ranks. In fact, only 11 variables share a significant

relationship with the ranks.✞

✝

☎

✆

App developers should take care of user-reviews and constantly
improve the apps (e.g., introducing new features) to achieve
higher ranks. Developers should be careful not to spend too
much budget and time on the variables that sound important
but actually do not share a significant relationship with the
changes in the ranks.

RQ4) How do app developers evaluate the
findings?
Motivation. To better understand the practical value of our find-

ings, we conducted a survey and in-depth interviews with app

developers discussing our findings.

Approach. In this section, we describe our participants, the design

of the survey, and the procedure of the survey.

Participants. The participants of our survey are mobile app

developers. To find the participants, we contacted four app devel-

opment companies that agreed to cooperate with us in conducting

the survey. Finally, 51 app developers participated in our survey.

We also had the opportunity to discuss our observations in detail

with two developers from two different companies: one with over

four years of app development experience and the other one with

over five years.

Design.We gathered the developers’ opinions using question-

naires. We asked five questions regarding the usefulness of our

findings. The questions are listed in Table 7. Also, for each ques-

tion, we asked the developers to provide further comments in case

they did not agree with our findings or in case they would like to

Table 7: List of the survey questions.

# Question

1 Do you think that the studied areas are the top areas of mobile apps?

2 Are the considered variables reasonable and sufficient for explaining ranks and rank trends?

3 Do you think the findings of RQ1 are useful and practical for the industry?

4 Do you think the findings of RQ2 are useful and practical for the industry?

5 Do you think the findings of RQ3 are useful and practical for the industry?

provide additional feedback (follow-up comments). We asked the

developers to answer the questions on a five-point Likert scale: (i)

strongly agree, (ii) agree, (iii) neutral, (iv) disagree, and (v) strongly

disagree [50]. Table 8 shows the median and the distribution of the

responses.

Procedure. For each company, we presented our research and

our results to the developers. It took around 30 minutes to do each

presentation using slides. There was no time limit for developers

to finish the survey. However, it took less than 15 minutes to have

the questionnaires filled out by all the developers. Regarding the in-

depth discussions, the first author conducted the interviews. Each

interview took around 60 minutes.

Findings. Themajority of the developers agreewith our find-
ings. For each question, first, we present the result of the survey.

Then, we summarize our in-depth discussion with two developers.

(i) Do you think that the studied areas are the top areas of
mobile apps?

Survey. As shown in Table 8, developers agree that the investi-

gated areas are the hot areas of mobiles apps. On the other hand,

11.8% and 2.0% of the developers disagree and strongly disagree

with the question, respectively. According to the follow-up com-

ments, one developer thinks that the area of photography might be

important too. Two developers think that social networking is miss-

ing. However, as we look for the top keywords that are searched

by real users, the exact name of the dominant social networking

apps, such as Facebook, are more likely to be searched rather than

searching for other alternative apps.

In-depth Discussions. Both developers approved the areas sub-

ject of our study with agree and strongly agree. One developer said
“you have covered all the top areas, such as dating, coupons, weather
apps, health, and messaging”.
(ii) Are the considered variables reasonable and sufficient for
explaining ranks and rank trends?

Survey. As shown in Table 8, 47.1% and 31.4% of the developers

strongly agree and agree with the considered variables, respec-

tively. However, 11.8% and 3.9% of the developers disagree with the

variables. Summarizing the follow-up comments, developers that

do not agree with our variables suggested the following variables:

(i) code variables, (ii) team size, (iii) communication between the

development team, (iv) expertness of developers, (v) marketing and

advertisement, (vi) project plan, and (vii) the novelty of an app. Al-

though we agree with the developers’ suggestions, it is challenging

to add more details about the code variables and team character-

istics as such data is not publicly available. Future studies should

look into the suggested variables in more details.

In-depth Discussions. Both developers confirmed our variables

with strongly agree. They indicated that we have considered almost

all the important variables.

(iii)Do you think the findings of RQ1 are useful and practical
for the industry?
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Table 8: Median of the responses to each question the dis-
tribution of the responses. The number of the responses re-
ceived for each item is reported in the parentheses.

# Median
Distribution of the Responses

Strongly
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1 Agree 37.3% (19/51) 31.4% (16/51) 17.6% (9/51) 11.8% (6/51) 2.0% (1/51)

2 Agree 47.1% (24/51) 19.6% (10/51) 9.8% (5/51) 19.6% (10/51) 3.9% (2/51)

3 Strongly Agree 60.8% (31/51) 23.5% (12/51) 9.8% (5/51) 5.9% (3/51) 0.0% (0/51)

4 Strongly Agree 84.3% (43/51) 9.8% (5/51) 2.0% (1/51) 3.9% (2/51) 0.0% (0/51)

5 Strongly Agree 80.4% (41/51) 9.8% (5/51) 5.9% (3/51) 3.9% (2/51) 0.0% (0/51)

Survey. As shown in Table 8, 60.8% of the developer strongly

agree with the findings of the first research question. On the other

hand, according to the follow-up comments, one developer found

the drops from the ranks very challenging for the developers of

existing apps. This is due to our observation that most of the apps

tend to fall in the ranks.

In-depth Discussions. Both developers confirmed the question

with strongly agree. One developer mentioned: “I think the reason
that most apps have fallen in the ranking is the introduction of new
apps to the market”. Regarding competitiveness of different areas,

he said: “As an example, in the area of chess, new apps do not have
serious barrier entry and can easily take the position of older apps
by introducing new features”. The other developer mentioned that

seeing different rank trends in different areas is very interesting. It

shows that choosing an area is an important decision.

(iv)Do you think the findings of RQ2 are useful and practical
for the industry?

Survey. 84.3% of the developers strongly agree that the findings

can be useful in practice.

In-depth Discussions. Both developers strongly agreed with the
question. They said: “We do not launch an app unless we make sure
that our app can receive high star-ratings. Releasing newer versions
normally include adding new features, fixing bugs, and improvement
in the app, that all improve users’ trust in our app. I think this is why
the number of releases is an important variable. I also think there are
a variety of apps that are better than the older ones, so the launch
date makes much sense to me” and “I agree that the developers’ tasks,
such as constantly working on an app, introducing new topics, and
releasing an updated version, lead to better ranks”.
(v) Do you think the findings of RQ3 are useful and practical
for the industry?

Survey. As shown in Table 8, 80.4% of the developers strongly

agree with the findings. However, one developer thinks some sug-

gestions, such as addressing user-reviews, may need a lot of effort.

In-depth Discussions. Both developers strongly agreed with

the question. They said: “Even not all the famous app names are
irrelevant. For example, the names of famous apps, such as Facebook
and Whatsapp, are quite relevant to their area” and “The highlighted
factors, including the sentiment scores and installation file size, cor-
rectly show that the users need to be satisfied. Moreover, the release
latency is an important issue. Developers need to address the issues
quickly and release a newer version”.✄
✂

�
✁

The majority of the developers agree that our findings can be
very useful in practice.

4 IMPLICATIONS FOR NEW APP
DEVELOPERS

Newcomers to the app production rally, including start-up founders,

entrepreneurs [5], and even a small team of developers, may be

worried about the competitive nature of app markets [33, 88]. An

important message of our paper for newcomers is that “app develop-
ers should not stop improving their apps as they have a great chance
to win the rally!” (see observations 2a and 2b ). Unfortunately, even

if developers start with a novel idea, they are in danger of losing

their ranks by other companies as soon as they reveal their idea

(see observation 1b ). In other words, newcomers need to have a

strong personal drive to success [16]. It is not surprising that the

lack of discipline and work could make it infeasible to succeed [6].

The key points for newcomers that are discussed in this paper

can show them the right path.

(i) Developers should carefully select the area in which they

intend to work. Developers should do their homework and

see if there is a huge number of dominant apps in an area

or not. The most wanted areas of apps can be a decent start

(see observations 1c and 2d ).

(ii) Never is late as in the past two years, many apps (other than

our subject apps) have achieved higher ranks in Google Play

Store (see observation 2a ).

(iii) Investing time and money on the user-reviews, adding new

features, and releasing improved versions can give develop-

ers a higher chance to win the rally (see observations 2b , 3a ,

3c , and 3d ).

(iv) Developer should work on the variables that can potentially

improve the rank of an app. Developers should not be dis-

tracted by the variables that sound critical but are not much

important (see observation 3e ).

Developers of new apps with no (or a limited number of) user-

reviews can study the user-reviews, features, and descriptions of

other apps to get some hints. We investigate the descriptions and

release notes of each app in each area and compare them with

the user-reviews of other apps in the same area. We notice that,

on average, there is a similarity of 63% between the descriptions

and release notes of each app and the user-reviews of other apps.

Newcomers can identify popular and repelling features by studying

other apps within the same area.

5 THREATS TO VALIDITY
In this section, we discuss the potential threats to the validity of

our experiments [87].

5.1 Construct Validity
Martin et al. [57] reported that using an incomplete set of user-

reviews in Blackberry World app store can introduce bias to the

findings. To mitigate such a threat, we gradually retrieved all the

user-reviews of our subject apps for two years. Moreover, Google

Play Store does not reveal the information about all the available

apps. We mitigate this limitation by clicking on “Show More” button
as many times as possible to retrieve all the accessible apps.

One way to capture app features is decompiling installation files

to byte-codes. Unfortunately, Google Play Store only reveals the
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latest version of the apps. We captured the concepts of features

by breaking down the release notes and descriptions as Johann et
al. [45] reported a precision of up to 88% for app descriptions in

identifying app features.

5.2 External Validity
We rely on Google to get the app rankings. Our findings and ex-

periments will be still useful even if Google completely changes

the ranking algorithm in the future for three main reasons. First,

the majority of our variables are related to users and developers

activities, such as addressing user-reviews and introducing new

topics. Second, the same approach can be used to find the most

important variables in the future with the most current data. Third,

Google improves the ranking algorithm over time [77]. However,

the variables that are identified in this paper have constantly ap-

peared as the variables that share a significant relationship with

the ranks for two years.

We retrieve the apps that can be accessed via Google Play Store.

Fortunately, Google gives a chance to all apps to appear in the

rankings as we published a sample app in Google Play Store with no

download and no star-rating. Regardless, as our app was published

recently in Google Play Store, we could have it on our radar of

ranks. Therefore, we believe that our set of apps is a combination of

all sort of apps. In addition, the top areas may be subject to change

in different geographical locations and time. However, the emphasis

of our work is on the differences in areas.

If a company is not interested in the ranks, the result of our study

may not be generalized to the usage of such a company. However,

it would be still a great opportunity for such a company to improve

its rank and attract more customers.

5.3 Internal Validity
We study 45 variables to explain the ranks. However, we do not

claim an exhaustive list of explanatory variables. Future work can

shed more light on explaining the ranks by taking more variables

into consideration. Some variables may not directly impact the

ranks. For example, adding a new feature to an app may make

its users more satisfied. As a result, the rank of the app can be

improved.

6 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we summarize the related work along two research

directions: (i) empirical studies and (ii) user-review analyses.

6.1 Empirical Studies
Several studies have been conducted to identify the variables that

share significant relationships with the number of downloads or

star-ratings [58]. Kim et al. [46] studied star-ratings of mobile apps.

They showed that the star-ratings could affect the users’ decision

in downloading an app. Linares-Vasquez et al. [52] showed that

the quality of the APIs affects the star-ratings of the apps. Bavota

et al. [10] indicated the high correlation between the star-ratings

of the apps and the fault- and change-proneness of the APIs used

by apps. Noei et al. [68] observe that not only the app variables

can impact the star-ratings, but also some device variables, such

as display size, have a strong relationship with star-ratings. Lee et

al. [48] mined 300 free and paid iOS apps. They observed a positive

relationship between the download ranks and app page contents.

Henze and Boll [40] studied the relationship between the release

time and user activities in App Store. They observe that releasing

new updates can improve the ranks in App Store. Coelho et al. [20]
mined app issues to investigate the exceptions that happen in apps.

Fu et al. [28] analyzed star-ratings and user-reviews by applying

topic modeling techniques. Linares-Vasquez et al. [53] noticed that

anti-patterns in source code negatively affect app quality. Ruiz et
al. [84] recommend developers not to release incomplete apps too

early to avoid receiving low star-ratings. None of the earlier work

has clustered and investigated the app ranks. Collecting a large

data and considering each release of apps in two years allows us to

provide practical guidelines for improving a rank.

6.2 User-Review Analyses
Many researchers aim to study the user-reviews and give develop-

ers some insight regarding users’ demands and experience [36, 73,

75, 96]. Ciurumelea et al. [19] organized user-reviews concerning

the users’ requests. They recommend source code to developers

using code localization. Palomba et al. [73] propose a solution to

recommend the source code changes that are needed to address

the user-reviews by measuring the asymmetric Dice similarity co-

efficient [7] between the words in user-reviews and source code.

Villarroel et al. [96], Sorbo et al. [25], Panichella et al [75], Chen et
al. [17], and Gu and Kim [36] aim to cluster the user-reviews into

meaningful groups. For instance, Villarroel et al. [96] provided a

solution to classify the user-reviews into groups of bug reports and

feature requests. The above solutions can help developers to get

the most out of the user-reviews of their own apps. Developers can

use such solutions along with our findings.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the evolution of ranks in Google Play Store.

We observe that there are 13 trends in the ranks, including falling,

maintaining, and rising trends. In some areas, such as budget, ex-
isting apps tend to maintain their ranks. Therefore, it is harder

for newer apps to compete with the existing apps. However, by

drawing a regression model, we observe that app developers should

not be afraid of a late entry into the market since the apps that

appeared later achieved higher ranks during our study. There is

a chance of improving the ranks by continuously improving the

app, such as adding new features and fixing bugs. We also model

the ranks across apps and versions of each app. We identified 11

variables that share a significant relationship with the changes in

the ranks, such as the name and the appearance of new topics. Fur-

thermore, developers should not be distracted by some variables

that sound important but do not share a significant relationship

with the ranks, such as the number of pictures. Finally, the feedback

obtained from 51 app developers confirms that our findings can

help app developers to achieve higher ranks in Google Play Store.

Future work should study the ranks in other app markets, such

as Apple App Store. The differences and the similarities of various

app markets can give insights to cross-platform app developers.
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